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Abstract 
With the popularity of computer networks, the network test has widely used as one of test formats, and will be a 
major test format. However, with the continuous development of network test system, security has received 
increasing attention. This paper analyzes the general characteristics of the network test system, and study how the 
encryption technology is used in network test system in order to enhance its security. On this basis, the network test 
system is designed and implemented with the security features. The system has not only the functions of the general 
examination system, and also the functions of the security such as encrypted and signed the test papers, signed 
answers and gradesetc.. System is developed by the development of PHP + MYSQL + APACHE, which is popular 
for the web development in the current. 
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1.Introduction 
As the rapid development of network technology and information technology, online teaching has 
become an important means of education. Network Test System is an important and indispensable 
component of online teaching. 
Network Test System is conducive to achieve standardized, scientific and systematic examination. 
Network Test System uses the Internet means to gather examination resources, and achieve a certain 
degree of paperless examinations.So that the examination which is a conventional and tedious task 
becomes easier and more manageable, and then can improve the management level of the teaching. 
Especially Network Test System will get a qualitative leap in the areas of assessment methods for 
students , union exam resources of the whole school, make the test administration strict, improve test 
efficiency of the organization and management and make the best of of the school's network resources. 
Network Test System will be an important step for school paperless examination . 
However, compared with the traditional mode of examination, online examination depends on the 
network technical, which has a higher technical requirements to achieve security. Security has become a 
protection for fairness and objectivity of Network Test System. Therefore, designing and implementing a 
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comprehensive security Network Test System has far-reaching significance and has a larg space for 
developing. 
2.System Design  
According to the analysis and survey for school examination process, we classed the users into three 
categories, namely: students, teachers, academic staff. Students can take examination and query 
result.Teachers can organize test papers, read students' papers and give the grade and also can query some 
courses' test situation and other operations.Academic staff can make the test papers to opened so that 
students can get and answer them. 
In order to ensure the security of the question bank and examination score, we integrate digital 
signature technology, encryption, hash function, and role-based access control and other security 
technologies into the system. 
2.1.Module Design 
According to the classification of roles, the system is divided into four modules, namely: register 
module, students work module, teachers work module, academic staff work module. Each module's 
function is separately shown in Figure 1, Figure 2, Figure 3 and Figure 4. 
Figure 1 Register Module 
Figure 2 Students Work Module 
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Figure 3 Teachers Work Module 
Figure 4 Academic Staff Work Module 
After registering to the system,the system automatically produces a pair of random private key and 
public key for each student or teacher.MeanWhile in order to protect the security of the private key in the 
database, system encrypts the private key with the signature key,which is provided by the user when user 
registers to the system.  
System shows different pages and funcitons after different users log on, so that the system can meet the 
functional requirements of different users and then be user-friendly. 
2.2.Workflow of  the Students Work Module 
After finishing the test,student encrypts his answer with his private key and put into the answer 
database.When student querys his scores,he will verify scores signatrue with teacher's public key.So the 
verification can ensure that these scores are given by the right teacher.The process is shown in Figure 5. 
Figure 5 Workflow of the Students Work Module 
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2.3.Workflow of the Teacher Work Module 
Before submitting the test paper to the system, teachers can modify the paper repeatedly.Meanwhile in 
order to ensure the security of the test papers, teachers must encrypt and sign the test paper after 
modifying them.When submits test paper to the system,teahcer encrypts it with system public key and 
signs with his own private key,which can ensure the integrity and non-repudiation of test paper.Before 
getting each student's answer,teacher must verify the student's signature.When teacher wants to query 
some courses' test situation,he must verify his own signature.These processes are shown in Figure 6. 
Figure 6 Workflow of  the Teachers Work Module 
2.4.Workflow of Academic Staff Work Module  
The Academic Staff's main task includes two parts,namely:init system public key, decrypt test papers 
for students.This two actions need at least three Academic Staff to complete together.The process is 
shown in Figure 7. 
Figure 7 Workflow of Academic Staff Work Module 
In order to ensure security,system private key is encrypt by Academic Staff's key and put into the 
database. 
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3.Implementation 
3.1.System Architecture and Implementation      
This system uses B / S structure and php + mysql + apache development environment to 
achieve. In the B / S mode,user can use the system at  any time, any place and any system, as 
long as he can use browsers to surf.On the other hand it is easy to maintenance and upgrade the 
system for developer in this mode.Using php we can develop interactive, high-performance Web 
services applications,and these applications are usually portability,which can run on UNIX, 
LINUX and WINDOWS. 
We use RSA and AES algorithm to achieve digital signature and data encryption in this system. 
3.2.Main Interface 
System's home page and main interface are shown in Figure 7, Figure 8. 
Figure 7 Home Page 
Figure 8 Teachers Work Page 
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4.Conclusion 
Aim to solve the security problem of network test system, we did in-depth analysis and design a 
realistic system.Compared with existing network test systems, this paper's innovation is that we integrated 
digital signatures, encryption, hash function, role-based access control and other security technologies 
into general network system.This system achieved these security features:test papers' confidentiality and 
integrity, non-repudiation for teachers, confidentiality and non-repudiation for studetns' answers and test 
scores' confidentiality. 
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